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Introduction 
 

As part of the $5 million Cooks River Parklands Upgrade to implement the Cooks River Parklands Plan of 

Management and Masterplans adopted by Council in 2016, an inclusive playspace is planned to be built at 

Steel Park, a well utilized open space with an existing playground adjacent to playing fields and the Cooks 

River in Marrickville in Sydney’s Inner West Council Area. The new playspace will be the first dedicated 

inclusive playground in the Inner West Local Government Area.  

In collaboration with Touched by Olivia, a design for the Steel Park playground is to be developed, aiming for 

a more inclusive play environment that caters for a broader range of users by upgrading the current 

playground.  

During November and December 2017, Inner West Council undertook community engagement to ascertain 

community feedback on the subject, which included series of workshops and an online survey at the ‘Your 

Say Inner West’ website. Over 300 people participated in the online engagement with over 40 responses to 

survey questions as well as others who asked questions, viewed the material and participated in the 

workshops. 
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Online survey 
An online survey was launched on 11 November 2017 and ran for four weeks until 10 December 2017. During 

the survey period there were 343 visitors to the page with 43 surveys completed.   

Below is a snapshot of the response hits. 

1. The survey identified that most children using the playspace were aged 0-5 but was still an attractor 

for up to age 8. There was a marked drop off in children aged 9 and above. 

2. The survey also identified that of those who responded there was a relatively even split between 

those that drove to the playspace and those that walked or cycled. 

3. The survey asked some very specific questions about specific elements of the amenity and play 

equipment and asked respondents to prioritize their preferences. 

4. More equipment, improved shade, more seating and better toilet facilities were identified as of 

primary importance, with fencing following next 

5. When asked about their “favourite play equipment” swings, slides and climbing were the main 

preferences. However, it is pertinent to note that even when asked specifically about play 

equipment “imaginative” and ‘sensory’ play rated extremely highly 

Community and provider workshops 
Two community and provider workshops were organized and advertised by Council.  

The workshops were both held at the Debbie and Abbey Borgia Recreation Centre (also known as the PCYC) 

on Illawarra Road, adjacent to the playspace. 

The first workshop was help on Monday November 27th from 6-8pm. This workshop was facilitated by Council 

representatives and Ric Mcconaghy (rmpl) and Julia Manrique (McGregor Coxall). 

The second workshop was help on Thursday November 30th from 1-2.30pm. This workshop was facilitated by 

Council representatives, Ric Mcconaghy (rmpl) and Julia Manrique (McGregor Coxall). 

A significant amount of viewable material was provided including site plans, aerial photographs and other 

documentation pertinent to the project. All facilitators were open to addressing any issues raised by 

attendees, to the best of the knowledge/ability. Refreshments were provided. 

The attendance at both workshops was relatively poor. In both instances the facilitators outnumbered the 

attendees. In each instance the workshops remained open for the full allocated time. Community and 

provider attendees stayed for a long period and were able to address a number of issues. Furthermore, 

valuable contacts were made that were able to be followed up for further discussions (notably Glenn 

Redmayne, Strategic Community PO-Access and Inclusion, and Sylvania Mahmic, CEO, Plumtree, pathways 

for children and families). 
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Given the professional roles of the attendees the focus of both workshops was primarily on what would 

constitute appropriate access provision: 

- The toilet block was addressed at length it is already understood that it does not comply in its 

current configuration, and assorted options were discussed. Given that this was regarding building 

rather than landscape it will not be addressed further here, but commitments were made to an 

ongoing dialogue as the project progresses. 

 

- There was extensive discussion on materiality and what constitutes all abilities, all weather access. It 

was agreed that a combination or hard surfacing (not compacted loose fill material) in combination 

with wet pour rubber impact attenuating surfacing would be required where the intention was to 

create all weather access for all. 

 

- Connections to appropriate park furniture, not to all, but to more than just one, in the internal space, 

was requested, and allowance for wheelchairs, walking frames around table and park benches was 

highlighted. 

 

- There was a lengthy dialogue about fencing. A determination was arrived at that the current fence 

needed to be extended, but perhaps not to become a totally complete enclosure so long as the 

opening connected to the waterplay and oval rather than the river side which is already fenced. 

 

- Much was made of the beautiful setting with established trees and the proximity to the river. The 

river was identified as both an asset (calming, cool, bird attracting, ambience, etc.) and a liability 

(potential for hazard) hence the discussion about extending the fence to all but contain the space 

and direct traffic away from the river.  

 

- It was suggested that much of the new provision need not necessarily be just more equipment. 

Enthusiastic discussion was made about the opportunity for alternative play opportunities that 

complimented the existing provision rather than reproducing it. It was noted that there was already 

a significant amount of play equipment installed, much of which will be retained, so this could be 

complimented by imaginative, interactive and interpretive play. And, the further development of 

natural materials and nature play opportunities. 

 

- It was further highlighted that some space needed to be retained to ensure there was sufficient open 

space for just running around and informal play. 

 

When preparing for these workshops   informal chats were also held in the space.  Listed below are pertinent 

views and aspirations to come from those discussions. 

 

● Desire to keep it a lovely leafy destination for a short visit or an organized gathering.  

● There is a significant range of thoughts regarding the river; many love it, some see it as a hazard. A 

level of containment would be the best outcome for most. 
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● Treehouse feature highly as something the young people would like. 

● Imaginative play is highly valued be valued. 

● Don’t lose all the open space 
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An additional workshop was help with year 5 and 6 students at Marrickville West Public School on Thursday 

November 30th. This workshop was facilitated by Bec Ho (TBO) and ric mcconaghy (rmpl) with a Council 

representative in attendance. 

The intent was to allow the children to have a voice in what was being provided for them using methods that 

allowed them to explore the notion of play and playspaces without be led by directive questioning. 

Many of the children were familiar with the site and had visited it recently with family or friends, as can be 

seen by the comments in the dot points below. 

Summary of Inclusive Playspace – Steel Park Design Workshop – Marrickville West Public School (years 

5&6) 

What is inclusion and why do we want to be inclusive? 

● Physical Disabilities 

● Play that lets you collaborate/socialize 

● Think differently or more slowly (invisible disabilities) 

● Different brains work in different ways 

● Wheel chair swing/ramp 

● Area to hang out 

● Carousel 

● Play that makes you work together 

● Including other people 

● Not leave anyone out 

● No technology 

●  

Big Ideas – Where do you hang out? 

● PCYC 

● McNeilly Park  

● Marrickville Park 

● Marrickville Library 

● Jack Shanahan Reserve (Dulwich Hill Stake Park) 

● Backyard (if you have one) – 1/3 no back yard, 1/3 small backyard 

 

What do you like about parks? 

● Hanging out with friends without technology 

● Area to hang out  

● Playing after school 

● Nature and stuff 
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● Make new friends 

● Being there with family 

● Trying different experiences 

● Freedom of not being watched 

● Our grandparents would like to sit down and get fresh air 

● Trees and shade 

 

How to make places inclusive? 

● Games that make you communicate and cooperate 

● Communicate and increase social skills 

● Always stuff to do 

● Opportunities for everyone 

● Fun 

● It’s different 

● Family and friends socializing 

● Fresh air for grown ups 

● Think of others 

● Equipment that forces you to socialize 

 

It is difficult always to capture all that goes on is such sessions. The following capture of aspirations is not 

intended as definitive nor complete. We were working within the parameters of a school day in an informal 

way. The information was gathered based on drawings, discussions, and text. The diversity of thought, 

aspiration and understanding of provision for all was wonderful. 

Clearly some of the children had not specifically been to Steel Park as they requested things that were 

already provided (bike parking, flying fox, slides) but others clearly had in that they specified a “large” 

climbing net as opposed to the one provided which is perceived to be small. 

To compliment the discussion children were asked to form groups and were asked to create the own plans, 

wish list, expression, in their preferred way, of what they would hope to find in an inclusive playspace. There 

are a couple of the drawings reproduced overleaf. These were not selected because they were the best, but 

because they were representative, and also because they reproduced in this format better than the pencil 

drawings 
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Drawings 
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Recommendations 
● Create enclosed space allowing easier supervision of children’s movement given proximity to river 

and bike track with significant fast-moving users 

● Reorganize pathway system and ensure all weather access to all parts of playspace 

● Provide more shelter and seating appropriate to all users 

● Retain natural ambience and do not over develop with too much equipment 

● Greater diversity of play opportunities beyond standard provision 

● Create some provision for 9-12-year old’s social and physical play 

● Include imaginative options that allows for open ended play with a strong call for a treehouse 

● Include interpretive provision  

● Enhance the natural ambience of the playspace 
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Appendix A 

Engagement methodology and results 
The engagement was guided by Inner West Council Community Engagement Framework adopted in 2017.   

Program  Group and 

location 

Details Objective  Process Attending 

27 Nov 

1800-

2000 

Local 

residents 

PCYC  

 

Intro to the 

project and 

start 

community 

engagement. 

 

Explore 

design 

options for 

an inclusive 

play space 

and draw on 

community 

knowledge 

and 

experience. 

Large paper 

YSIW Cards/Paper survey to complete 

 

Need: 

a site map - aerial shot and front entry on corflute boards.  

banners     

IWC 

rmpl 

MC 
 

 

 

30 Nov 

1300-

1430 

Local 

residents 

PCYC  

 

Intro to the 

project and 

start 

community 

engagement. 

 

Explore 

design 

options for a 

inclusive play 

space and 

draw on 

community 

knowledge 

and 

experience. 

Large paper 

 

YSIW Cards/Paper survey to complete 

 

Need: 

a site map - aerial shot and front entry on corflute boards. 

banners      

TBO 

IWC 

rmpl 

MC 
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30 Nov 

 

1000-

1100 

School 

Marrickville 

West PS 

Student details 

include (numbers 

and year levels) 

Details of any 

students with 

disability. 

Engage with 

key 

stakeholders 

(the children) 

and explore 

design 

options for 

an inclusive 

play space. 

 

Draw on 

community 

knowledge 

and 

experience. 

Introduction (15mins) 

Who is Touched by Olivia?  

Where is Livvi’s Place going? 

Why are we are creating the playspace? 

Group discussion on inclusion and disabilities. 

Design Workshop (25 mins) 

Break the students into groups depending on age and 

ability. 

The imagineers are given pens and large pieces of paper.  

They design what they would want in the playspace, with 

consideration for people with disability. 

Presentation and Peer Review (20mins) 

Each group is give 2 minutes to present what they have 

designed to their peers. 

TBO 

rmpl 

TBC Service 

Providers 

Consultation with 

key stakeholders 

- Council to 

provide list of 

providers in area. 

Council has 

circulated 

newsletters to 

targeted 

stakeholders, 

early childhood 

networks, 

Inclusion 

Strategic 

Reference Group 

   

 Media 

outreach 

Promoted in IW 

Courier – Council 

Column, via 

Council Social 

Media, 

Newsletter 

distributed to 

residents and via 

email to targeted 

networks 

   

 Online  http://www.your

sayinnerwest.co

m.au/steel-park-

inclusive-

playspace 

   

 


